Abstract -Nucleation process of the one-dimensional Burridge-Knopoff model of earthquakes obeying the rate-and state-dependent friction law is studied both analytically and numerically. The properties of the nucleation dynamics, the nucleation lengths and the duration times are examined together with their continuum limits.
There is a wide-spread expectation that a large earthquake might be preceded by a precursory nucleation process which occurs prior to the high-speed rupture of a mainshock. Nucleation process is localized to a compact "seed" area with its rupture velocity orders of magnitude smaller than the seismic wave velocity [1] [2] [3] [4] . The fault spends a very long time in this nucleation process, and then at some point, exhibits a rapid acceleration accompanied by a rapid expansion of the rupture zone, finally getting into the high-speed rupture of a mainshock. Such a precursory phenomenon preceding a mainshock is of paramount importance in its own right as well as in its possible connection to an earthquake forecast.
It has been suggested that the earthquake nucleation process might proceed via several distinct steps or "phases". Ref. [4] proposed that it started with an initial quasi-static process until the nucleus diameter L exceeded a nucleation length L sc . Then, the fault gets into the acceleration phase where the system gets out of equilibrium and rapidly increases its slip velocity. When the nucleus diameter exceeds another nucleation length L c (> L sc ), the fault eventually exhibits a high-speed rupture of a mainshock. In this picture, two nucleation lengths, L sc and L c , divide the nucleation process into "the initial phase"(L < L sc ), "the acceleration phase" (L sc < L < L c ) and "the high-speed rupture phase" (L > L c ). Although such features of the nucleation process have been more or less confirmed by laboratory rock experiments [5, 6] , its nature, or even its very existence, remains less clear for real earthquakes [7, 8] .
Under such circumstances, a theoretical or a numerical study based on an appropriate model of an earthquake fault would be important and helpful. In such modelings, the friction force is a crucially important part. The friction force now standard in seismology is the so-called rate and state dependent friction (RSF) law [9] [10] [11] . The RSF law has been used in many of numerical simulations on earthquakes, mostly in the continuum model [12] [13] [14] , including earthquake nucleation process [15] .
Meanwhile, a further simplified discrete model has also been used. Especially popular is the spring-block model or the Burridge-Knopoff (BK) model [14, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , in which an earthquake fault is modeled as an assembly of blocks mutually connected via elastic springs which are subject to the friction force and are slowly driven by an external force mimicking the plate drive. While a simple velocityweakening friction has often been assumed in many numerical simulations, a more realistic RSF law was also employed in some of the recent numerical simulations [14, 22, 23] . The model might also be useful in describing other stick-slip-type phenomena such as landslides [24] .
The aim of the present letter is to clarify the nature of the nucleation process of the BK model. The BK model has widely been used especially in statistical physics, and clarifying the nature of its nucleation process would be important. Meanwhile, one may wonder what is the merit of studying the discrete BK model possessing an intrinsic short-length cut-off in the form of block size, even though a similar nucleation problem was already studied within the continuum model [3, 15] . There might be two reasons for this. First, the issue of the discreteness is in fact closely related to the nucleation phenomenon. Rice argued that the characteristic length scale to be compared with the block size was the nucleation length, and the continuum system under the RSF law always exhibited a nucleation process prior to a mainshock [13] . We wish to clarify how the nucleation process of the discrete BK model behaves in its continuum limit, by systematically varying the exp-1 tent of the discreteness of the model. Note that the extent of the discreteness may be regarded as a measure of the underlying spatial inhomogeneity [13] . The second reason is more technical, i.e., the BK model is much simplified compared to the continuum model, and often makes statistically relevant simulations possible in which hundreds of thousands of events are generated.
The one-dimensional (1D) BK model consists of a 1D array of N identical blocks of the mass m, which are mutually connected with the two neighboring blocks via the elastic springs of the srping stffness k c , and are also connected to the moving plate via the springs of the spring stiffness k p , and are driven with a constant rate ν ′ . All blocks are subject to the friction strength Φ. The equation of motion for the i-th block can be written as [14] 
where t ′ is the time, U i is the displacement of the i-th block. This equation can be made dimensionless as
where
The dimensionless displacement u i is normalized by the critical slip distance L associated with the RSF law, the time t by ω −1 = m/k p , the block velocity v i and the pulling speed of the plate ν by Lω, and the dimensionless friction force φ by k p L. The RSF force φ reads as
where θ i is the dimensionless state variable describing the "state" of the interface, and v * is the dimensionless crossover velocity. The normalized frictional parameters a, b and c represent the velocity-strengthening, the velocityweakening and the constant parts of friction. The original friction parameters A, B and C are related to the normalized ones by
, N being the normal load. For simplicity, we inhibit the motion in the direction opposite to the plate drive. The state variable θ i is assumed to obey the aging law [10] ,
In the simplest version of the BK model as studied here, the nearest-neighbor interaction is assumed between blocks, while in real faults the crust perpendicular to the fault plane mediates the effective long-range interaction between blocks away on the fault plane. Indeed, such a long-range interaction was assumed in some of the previous studies of the BK model, especially its statistical properties such as the magnitude distribution [21] . In the present study, however, we concentrate on the nucleation process of the nearest-neighbor model, with the aim of clarifying the nucleation process of the simplest version of the model.
What type of setting the BK model actually assumes in terms of an earthquake fault embedded in the 3D continuum crust might not be so trivial. The authors' view is as follows. Consider first the 2D BK model mimicking a planar fault embedded in the 3D continuum crust. Let the dimension of the block be D × D ′ × W , where D is the dimension along the plate drive, D ′ the dimension perpendicular to the plate drive within the fault plane, and W the dimension perpendicular to the fault plane. Then, the block assembly represents a deformable "fault layer" of the width W which is uniformly pulled by the more or less rigid plate contingent to it. Our estimate to be given below entails the width W of order ∼ 2 [km]. Thus, in the BK model, a uniform plate drive is applied not at infinity as boundary conditions as often assumed in the continuum model, but is applied rather close to the fault plane of order the distance W ≃ 2 [km]. Such a direct plate drive yields a term proportional to the displacement −u i in the equation of motion (2), which is absent in the standard elasto-dynamic equation. The 1D BK model is a simplification of the 2D model where one direction of the fault plane perpendicular to the plate drive has been integrated out, or supposed to be completely rigid.
We note that the fault layer as modeled by the BK model might be related to the so-called "low-velocity fault zones (LVFZ)" observed in most mature faults, with 20% ∼ 60% wave-velocity reduction relative to the host rock [25] . Their widths were reported to be 100 [m] ∼ 2 [km], which are a bit smaller than, but does not much differ from the present estimate of the fault-zone width W .
Let us try to estimate typical values of the model parameters with natural earthquake faults in mind. The dimensionfull rise time of an event, i.e., the time elapsed from a given block involved in a mainshock rupture begins to move until it stops, is found to be ≃ ω −1 . This is true for a single-block system, while our simulations indicate it is also the case for a many-block system. Since the typical rise time of an earthquake is a few seconds, we get an
The reported values of the critical slip distance L are largely scattered in the literature depending on the observation scale [2, 26, 27] . Here, from our numerical observation that the typical block sliding velocity at the mainshock rupture is 10 2 ∼ 10 3 in units of Lω while it is around 1 [m/s] in real seismicity, we take L to be a few [cm], which is not far from the value at the seismic depth deduced in [2, 26, 27] . Since the speed of the plate motion is typically a few [cm/year], the dimensionless loading rate is ν ≃ 10 −7 − 10 −8 .
The spring constant k p may be related to the rigidity
W . This can be derived by noting that the shear force F shear acting on a block with the displacement U is given by
is the shear strain. The relation As C is known to take a value around
l . Notice that the continuum limit considered here concerns only with the fault direction (the fault plane in case of 2D), and the perpendicular direction (W -direction) is kept fixed. Thus, the possible internal motion in the fault layer along the perpendicular direction is suppressed in the model setting.
As discussed in Ref. [20] , the 1D equation of motion in the continuum limit is given in the dimensionful form by
where U (x, t ′ ) is the displacement at the position x and the time t ′ , Φ ′ is the friction force per unit mass, while ω and v s are the characteristic frequency and the characteristic wave-velocity (s-wave velocity), respectively. As mentioned, the term −ω 2 U representing the plate drive is absent in the standard elasto-dynamic equation. If one discretize the space into blocks of the size D with
, one gets Eq.(1) with k c = l 2 k p . Our first question might be whether the 1D BK model under the RSF law ever exhibits a nucleation process prior to a mainshock, and if it does, under what conditions. We observe that the model exhibits qualitatively different behaviors depending on whether the frictional instability is either "weak" or "strong". A slow and long-lasting nucleation process, the quasi-static initial phase, is realized in the former case only. We illustrate in fig.1 nucleation process with a long duration time is observed in (a), but is absent in (b). As will be shown below, the model possesses a borderline value of b determined solely by the stiffness parameter l, b c (l) = 2l 2 + 1, which discriminates the strong/weak instability behaviors.
We also illustrate in fig.1 the two types of nucleation lengths, L sc and L c (L sc < L c ). The former L sc is the length separating stable and unstable ruptures and exists only for the weak frictional instability, while the latter L c is the length signaling the onset of the high-speed rupture of a mainshock.
One way to identify L sc is to artificially stop the external loading in the course of simulation. We have confirmed that, if the external loading is stopped at any point beyond L = L sc , the subsequent seismic rupture is no longer stoppable and evolves until its very end, whereas, if the external loading is stopped at a point before L = L sc , the rupture itself also stops there.
An appropriate physical condition describing the stable/unstable sliding across L sc might be whether the elastic stiffness K, as defined by K = δf elastic /δu which represents a change of the elastic force f elastic due to an infinitesimal slip δu of the block, is greater/smaller p-3 than the frictional weakening rate, as defined by δφ/δu which represents a change of the friction force φ due to an infinitesimal slip of the block. Consider a hypothetical instantaneous process from the states (u i , v i = 0, θ i ) to (u i + δu i , v i = 0, θ i + δθ i ). The aging law (4) entails the relation δθ i = −θδu i . Then, the frictionalweakening rate is obtained as dφ du = −b. Meanwhile, the stiffness of the L-block system may be given by the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of the L × L matrix K defined via the relation (δf elastic,1 ,
The quasi-static initial phase is realizable in the BK model only when L sc is greater than the lattice spacing, i.e., L sc > 1, or equivalently b < b c = 2l 2 + 1, yielding the condition of the weak frictional instability. We note that the formula (4) can also be derived from the linear stability analysis around the steady-state solution of the equation of motion, v = v ss = const. and θ = θ ss = 1/v ss along the line of Ref. [28] .
Since the continuum limit entails l → ∞, the condition of the weak frictional instability b < b c = 2l
2 + 1 is always satisfied there. Hence, the continuum limit of the model always lies in the weak frictional instability regime accompanying the quasi-static nucleation process, corroborating Rice [13] .
In fig.2 , we show for a typical large event in the weak frictional instability regime near the continuum limit the time evolutions of the epicenter-block sliding velocity v, (a) in the initial phase, and (b) in the acceleration phase. In the initial phase, the sliding velocity v stays very low up to the nucleation length L sc , of order the pulling speed of the plate. In the acceleration phase, the block movement exhibits a prominent acceleration, being no longer quasistatic nor reversible, reaching the maximum around L c (this maximum point is used as our definition of L c ), then decreases sharply and finally stops.
Next, we investigate the statistical properties of the nucleation lengths L sc and L c as well as the duration times of each phase, averaged over many events (typically 10 4 ∼ 10 5 events). Since the nucleation length L sc is determined only by the material parameters as in eq.(6), it cannot be used as an indicator of the size of the ensuing mainshock. What about L c ? We plot in fig.3(a) the computed mean L c normalized by the corresponding L sc , L c /L sc , versus the final rupture-zone size L r for various choices of the model parameters in the weak frictional instability regime. The b-value is fixed to b = 9 while the parameters l, a and v * are varied. The data approximately collapse onto a common curve. Since L sc hardly depends on a and v * , this indicates that L c is insensitive to a and v * , while its l-dependence is the same as that of L sc . One also sees that large events tend to be independent of L r , implying that one cannot predict the size of the upcoming mainshock even with the information of L c . We examine the b-dependence of L c /L sc ≡ r, to find that it increases linearly with b as r(b) ≃ 0.1b + 4.4 in the weak frictional instability regime b < b c .
The continuum limit of L sc in the dimensionless form
Reviving the normalization units above, we get the dimensionful nucleation length in the continuum limit, L × sc , as a=1,b=9,l=20 
and of the high-speed rupture phase T γ (L > L c ). The ultimate utility of nucleation phenomena may be forecasting the upcoming mainshock. Practical detection, if any, would become possible in the acceleration phase. Since the system has already been beyond the "no-return" point, a mainshock should already be "deterministic". The remaining problem is how much time is left there. We tentatively set the detectable sliding velocity of the nucleus motion v = 10 −4 = 10 4 ν which corresponds in real unit to ≃ 10 Among various duration times, though the duration time of a mainshock T γ naturally increases with the size of a mainshock L r , T α , T β , and T ′ β hardly depend on L r except for smaller events. This means that it is again hard to predict the size of the mainshock based on the duration time of the nucleation process. We also examine the dependence of these duration times on the model parameters, to find that they are hardly dependent on a, b, l, but T β and T ′ β sensitively depend on the friction crossover velocity v * . In fig.3(b) , we plot the mean duration times versus v * (main panel), and versus 1/l (inset). For v * = 10 −4 , T β is greater than T γ by factor of 700, while T is beyond our present computational capability. We conclude that the remaining time available for a mainshock forecast could be longer than the mainshock duration time by one or two orders of magnitude, but perhaps not much longer than that. Of course, since the reliability of the 1D BK model in connection with real seismicity may be limited at the quantitative level, these estimates should be taken only as rough measures.
In summary, we studied the properties of the earthquake nucleation process as a precursor of a mainshock both numerically and analytically on the basis of the BK model obeying the RSF law, and found that this simplified model successfully reproduced various features of the expected earthquake nucleation process.
